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Overcoming Anger 
 

Anger is one of many purposeful emotive responses that is often looked upon and used 
negatively—it can be healthy, but it can be destructive too; it can be seen as justified 
(appropriate behaviour; self-defence) or unjustified (inappropriate behaviour; irritability).  
 
Anger gradually dissipates; and whilst one event can be enough to explode, in many cases 
it’s accumulative. Analogy: a Leaky Bucket full of Water; it continually leaks but when more 
water is added it eventually overflows. Regardless of severity and frequency one can still 
apply self-control. 
 
Anger can be (1) displaced:  bad day in work, and take it out on loved ones at home), (2) 
additive: see analogy, and (3) recreational: some people dwell, indulge, fantasise, fight in 
their heads. Don’t allow your anger to tell you what to do, find a healthier alternative to 
address, decrease, distract, resolve: explore reasons behind the anger. 
 
Mainly, irritants (e.g., loud music, interrupting), costs (e.g., financial, social), and 
transgressions (e.g., rule breaking) are categories or triggers of what make us angry and 
whilst it’s beneficial to know what makes us angry, it also helps to know 
how/when/why/where we inhibit (or not) our anger and apply self-control (or not) due to 
internal and external rules we and society apply, e.g., morals and prudence. Stop, consider, 
respond.  
 
How we judge a triggering event will determine the degree of our angry response or if we 
get angry at all. For some, if they deem something to be true it therefore is; they use 
erroneous thought patterns: awfulise, overgeneralise mind-read, selective perception, 
emotive language. Instead, identify and remove errors, use a cost/benefit analysis, reframe, 
“friend” technique, role model.  
 
Our beliefs influence our judgements and if we hold negative beliefs of people we will judge 
them accordingly and more likely to influence our anger, inhibitions, and responses. Beliefs 
develop through years of experience of ourselves, others, and the world and we can 
develop better alternatives, we then need to act them out. For example: old belief = people 
are selfish; better alternative = some people I met are selfish, some are generous; acting out 
= trusting more people to be generous.  
 
Our moods influence our judgements too and if we are in a “bad mood” we will judge 
people and events and this will likely influence our anger, inhibitions, and responses. “Bad 
moods” that leads to anger can impair relationships with others and oneself but can be 
changed when more aware of causes. Consider routine, exercise, nutrition, environment, 
drugs, sleep, illness, stress, social factors: try to improve these and go gently on yourself and 
others. 
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             Anger Model 

Beliefs 
 
 
Stems from 
experiences & 
background 
 
Far reaching 
effects: 
 
~you and others 
~anger and how 

to express it 
~inhibitions 
~legitimate 

responses 

 Triggers 
The starting point. Recurring event that can be 

removed ought to be. Often not recurring and/or 
impossible to remove. 

 Moods 
 
 
Influences 
almost all 
aspects of 
life: 
 
~health 
~circadian 

rhythms 
~exercise 
~nutrition 
~settings 
~sleep 

quality 
~stresses 
~social 

   

 Appraisal/Judgement 
Our perception of the triggering event when it occurs. 

This is often what irritates/angers us. This can be 
worked on. 

 

   

 Anger 
Can be additive, displaced, and/or recreational. 

 

   

 Inhibition 
This is our “hand-brake”. Can be internal or external 

concerns. Morals vs Prudence. 

 

   

 Response 
This is key. Stop, consider, respond. Seek a role 

model. Understand all components of model as it 
applies to you. 

 

 
               Diary 

Use this diary to help you to more clearly understand your anger and how to respond better. 
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